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Abstract
This paper reports on-going work on building a rule-based grammar for (European) Portuguese,
incorporating support verb constructions (SVC). The paper focuses on parsing sentences resulting
from syntactic transformations of SVC, and presents a methodology to automatically generate testing
examples directly from the SVC Lexicon-Grammar matrix where their linguistic properties are
represented. These examples allow both to improve the linguistic description of these constructions
and to test intrinsically the system parser, spotting unforeseen issues due to previous natural
language processing steps.
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1 Transformations on Support Verb Constructions: Why is this still a
thing?

This paper addresses some issues involved in parsing Support Verb Constructions (hence-
forward SVC ), considering not only the basic, elementary sentence forms, but also the
sentences that result from the basic form having undergone some type of transformation
(both some very general transformations and other not-so-general operations, but specific of
these construnctions).
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11:2 Transformations and SVC in Portuguese

SVC are a large set of the elementary (or base) sentences of many languages, and consist
of a predicate noun (Npred) and a support verb (Vsup), along with its subject and eventual
essential complements. The concept of support verb can be traced back to Zellig S.Harris
[31, p.216], though the term has been coined much later by M. Gross [25]. In a sentence such
as (1):

(1) O Pedro deu um soco ao João “Pedro gave a punch to João”

we say that soco “punch” is a predicate noun and deu “gave” is a support verb. This sentence
is a clear example of a SVC: the predicate noun soco “punch” is the nucleus of the elementary
sentence, the element that conveys the semantic predicate, while the support verb can be
considered a specialised type of auxiliary, practically devoid of meaning, and whose function
is, basically, to convey the person-number and tense values, which the noun cannot express
morphologically. It is the predicate noun (and not the verb!) that selects the elements that
fill its argument slots; and it is the noun that selects support verb itself (and not vice-versa).
It is also this particular verb-noun combination that imposes the sentence structure, including
the prepositions introducing the prepositional complements (if any), as well as the syntactic
properties of the construction.

Though the study of SVC is a well-established field of enquiry, dating at least from the
early 1960s [31], when the linguistic status of these constructions came into the focus of
theoretical debate ([17]), it has gained a renewed impetus with the recent growing interest
in processing multiword expressions (MWE) [18, 46, 47] and the development of linguistic
resources (especially annotated corpora) [37], particularly those envisioned for machine-
learning approaches to MWE extraction [52].

Extensive literature has been produced on SVC, from the linguistic viewpoint, and for
many languages (see [33] for an overview and references therein), and much work has been
invested in the description of (European) Portuguese SVC, namely on the construction with
Vsup estar Prep [38], ser de, dar [4, 6, 51], fazer [16] and others [2, 20]. More recently,
extensive surveys of SVC from the Brazilian variety of Portuguese have been produced: [21]
(fazer), [45] (ter), [41] (dar) and others [14, 43].

As multiword expressions [15, 18, 44], SVC constitute a challenge for Natural Language
Processing (NLP), both in the perspective of their automatic recognition in texts [32, 47]
and their integration in NLP systems [46, 40, 39]. Some corpora are also available for testing
the processing of MWE, including some types of SVC [37, 42] (see [18] for an overview).

In spite of the volume of the work already produced, not much attention has been given
to the challenges posed by transformations to the parsing of SVC. Not only do SVC give rise
to specific transformations, such as:
Conversion [24]:

(2) O Pedro deu um soco ao João = O João levou um soco do Pedro
“Pedro gave a punch to (punched) João = João took a punch from Pedro”

complex NP formation [25]:

(3) o soco que o Pedro deu ao João <. . .> = o soco do Pedro ao João <. . .>
“the punch that Pedro gave to João = the punch of Pedro to João”

Nasp aspectual noun insertion [38]:

(4) A empresa está em (processo de) reestruturação
“The company is in (process of) restructuring”; and
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Vop Vsup reduction and CSV restructuring under the so-called (causative) operator verbs
(Vopc)[25]:

(5) O Pedro tem medo do escuro = Aquele incidente causou-lhe medo do escuro
“Pedro has fear of the dark (Pedro is afraid of the dark) = That incident caused
him fear of the dark”

Still, SVC can also undergo very general transformations, such as [Passive], [Relative],
[Symmetry] [5], and [NP restructuring] [3, 29, 34]. Even if most of these operations are
already relatively well-known, their combined application to SVC render the task of parsing
these complex constructions a non-trivial task. For lack of space, the reader will refer
to the references above for a more detailed description of the SVC specific properties
and the associated transformations. This paper main contribution resides, thus, in a
method to systematically explore this complex interaction of SVC lexicon-grammar and
associated transformations within the scope of building a rule-based grammar for parsing
Portuguese texts.

The paper reports on an on-going project to build an integrated lexicon-grammar of Por-
tuguese SVC, within the Lexicon-Grammar (LG) theoretical and methodological framework
[25, 28, 33]. Extant linguistic descriptions date from the late 1980’s til more recent work
on the Brazilian variety (mid-2010s). In this paper, the focus is the European Portuguese
SVC. In the development of this research, we have come to realize that some authors did not
always use precisely the same definitions for many of their distributional and transformational
descriptions, so we put to ourselves the task of compiling and revising all this immense
bulk of data, and systematically provide a coherent and explicit description of the linguistic
properties encoded in the LG. In the process of doing so, it became obvious that only the
more recent work provided illustrative (either artificial or corpus-retrieved) examples for the
linguistic description. The change in perspective was slow but steady, very probably having
begun with [27] (French adverbial idioms). Older work (until the late 1990s) had few to no
examples next to the LG resources, which were typically encoded in binary matrices. It was
up to the linguist to creatively devise the adequate wording for the abstract, structural (and
often theoretically motivated) description encoded in the matrices, though taking several
precautions not to produce biased examples [26]. Naturally, the technological evolution
brought by the personal computer and the renewed impetus of corpus-based, data-driven
Linguistics also had some influence in this shift.

Example-building is not trivial, and several strategies can be combined to achieve dif-
ferent purposes. More recently, when describing Portuguese verbal constructions (full or
distributional verbs) [7, 8, 11], and verbal idioms [9, 12, 19, 23] in view of their integration
into STRING [35], a NLP pipeline system, with a rule-based parser (XIP)[1], we also felt
the need to produce in a systematic way a comprehensive set examples. In these cases,
first steps were taken to deal with lexically constraint transformations, that is, a limited
set of transformations, specific to the verbal constructions and the verbal idioms. These
transformations include pronominalisations, passive constructions (with both auxiliary verbs
ser and estar “be”), symmetry[5, 10], and some types of NP restructuring [3] (see below).

The goal of automatically generating examples directly from the linguistic description in
the LG served two main purposes:

to validate the grammar rules devised for the parser, and thus serving as a testing
benchmark; previous processing steps (POS-tagging and disambiguation, chunking, and
dependency extraction) may fail and the error is not a fault of the piece of grammar
produced for that particular phenomena under study, but it results, instead, from the
pervasive ambiguity and complexity of natural language and the considerable difficulty in
solving it in full;
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11:4 Transformations and SVC in Portuguese

to facilitate the task of spotting linguistic inconsistencies or inadequacies in the LG
description, thus enabling the linguist to revise, correct or complete the linguistic data in
the LG resource and, eventually, aid in the development of a more precise grammar.

Both these situations will be exemplified.
Naturally, using a mechanical instead of a manual process to produce examples for the

LF of SVC was soon necessary due to the complexity of the task, the many linguistic factors
involved and the complex interaction between successive transformations applied to the base
form. This is not to say that using a real-life, corpus-based, evaluation scenario, such as
the one used in [37], could not be used for evaluating both the linguistic resources and the
rule-based grammar, as that type of evaluation can be made to improve both, adding to
structural description the dimension of usage. This, however, is out of the scope of this work.

The paper is organized as follows: Next, in Section 2, a brief description of the example
generation process is provided, and preliminary results are presented (Section 3). The paper
concludes (Section 4) with some remarks on current issues and perspectives for future work.

2 Example generation

To automatically generate examples of SVC directly from the linguistic information encoded
in the SVC lexicon-grammar matrix, a Perl software was developed in-house. During the
LG construction, another software, also developed in-house, validates the format and the
consistency of the data and outputs error messages, allowing the correction and maintenance
of the data matrix. This is done by a set of several dozens of rules. For example, if the
number of arguments of a Npred is only one, then all the properties for the N1 and N2
argument slots must be marked “-”, otherwise an error message is produced.

In the LG matrix, each line corresponds to a lexicon-grammar entry (a predicate noun);
multiple word senses appear in distinct lines. Each Npred is defined according to the arity
of its argument domain, and this can be either “1” (only subject, N0), “2” (subject N0 and
first complement N1), or “3” (subject N0, first N1 and second complements complement N2).
Example-generating rules are structured according to the number of arguments.

Distributional constraints (on argument slots) are used to generate the examples. These
include human/non-human opposition, for instance, but can sometimes be further refined
using semantic features. The semantic features were adapted from E. Bick semantic proto-
types [13]2. Besides those features, particularly relevant lexical items are explicitly stated,
distinguishing lemmas and inflected/invariant forms The set of distributional constraints
is then translated into a basic string. These also help define in a more precise way those
properties. For example, for subject (N0) distributional constraints, the following basic
strings are used :
Nhum ± human noun; typically, a proper noun: o Pedro;
NñHum ± non-human noun; typically a concrete noun: esta coisa “this thing”; for consist-

ency, other non-human features [Npc], [Nloc] and [Npred_de_N] (see below) imply that
[NñHum] be marked as “-”.

Nnr ± non-constraint noun; weakly constraint slot, with a <cause> semantic role; only used
for subject: isto “this” ;

Npc ± body-part noun, represented by the semantic prototype “sem-an” in the appropriate
matrix column, and by a list of nouns, adequate for a given Npred; the basic string is
produced by using the first lexical item of that list; otherwise, it uses a mão “the hand”
as a portmanteau word (irrespective of its adequacy);

2 Semantic roles, based on [48, 49, 50] are indicated for each argument slot but they are not used for
example generation.
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Nloc ± locative noun: este lugar “this place”;
Npred_de_N ± complex NP with a Npred head and its arguments (currently not imple-

mented);
Vinfw ± infinitive subclause: o Pedro fazer isso “Pedro to_do this”;
QueFconj ± finite sub-clause in the subjunctive “mood”: que o Pedro faça isto “that Pedro

does this”;
QueFind ± finite sub-clause in the indicative “mood”: que o Pedro faz isto “that Pedro does

this”;
O_facto_de_queF ± factive sub-clause: o facto de o Pedro fazer isto “the fact that

Pedro does this”;
Npl-obr ± obligatory plural (currently not implemented);

First (N1) and second (N2) complement distributional constraints are encoded in a
similar way. For consistency, different proper names were used for N1 (João) and N2 (Rui)
complements. Also, different determiners (e.g. essa coisa “that thing”, and aquela coisa
“the other thing”) and, in the case of completives, different indefinite pronouns (isso and
aquilo “that”) were used to distinguish these syntactic slots. Prepositions introducing the
complements (Prep1 and Prep2, respectively) are taken directly from the matrix, where they
are explicitly provided.

Three different sentence structures are associated to Vsup Npred constructions and
represented in the LG, both for the standard and the converse constructions:
CDIR ± for direct-transitive support verbs, where the Npred is the direct complement of

the Vsup, e.g. dar um soco “give a punch”;
PREDSUBJ ± for copula-like Vsup like estar Prep “be Prep”, with a Prep introducing the

Npred, e.g. O Pedro está em crise “Pedro is in crisis”; and
MOD ± for verbs with the Npred in a prepositional complement; e.g. O Pedro sofre de

asma “Pedro suffers from asthma”.
For each type of these three types of SVC construction, the Vsup selected by each Npred
are listed; Vsup-Prep pairings in the PREDSUBJ and MOD construction are also indicated. The
preposition introducing the <agent-like> complement in the converse construction is also
explicitly indicated (mostly, Prep de and da/por parte de).

These structures have to do with the dependencies produced by the system’s parser using
the Portuguese grammar. As explained in [40], we identify the SVC by a specific dependency
support, linking the Npred to the Vsup; a feature _vsup-standard/converse indicates
wether this is a standard or a converse construction, which will be relevant for semantic role
labelling at a later stage; e.g.,

(6) O Pedro estabeleceu uma aliança com o João “Pedro established an alliance with João”
SUPPORT_VSUP-STANDARD(aliança,estabeleceu)

A similar structural description is also used here to automatically generate the SVC
examples. Hence, to generate the example sentence for a CDIR-type SVC, the structural
elements are aligned, using the basic strings for the arguments, an inflected form of the
Vsup, an eventual determiner3 for the Npred and the prepositions it selects to introduce
its eventual complements. In case multiple values appear in the same cell (e.g Prep or
Vsup), or for different combinations of distributional constraints on the argument-slots (e.g.
human/non-human subject), the algorithm explores all variants and combinations, producing
a separate example for each.

3 For lack of space, determiner-modifier variation has not been described here.
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11:6 Transformations and SVC in Portuguese

For generating the examples derived by transformations, a similar procedure is carried
out. The [dative] pronominalization of the complement arguments, encoded next to the
constituent description, is translated by a dative pronoun -lhe “to_him”, attached to the
Vsup, e.g., O Pedro deu um soco ao João=O Pedro deu-lhe um soco “Pedro gave him a
punch”.

The [NP restructuring] involving body-part nouns (Npc; only encoded for N1), produces a
complex subject NP, from two independent constituents, e.g. O Pedro tem acne no rosto = O
rosto do Pedro tem acne “Pedro has acne on his face = Pedro’s face has acne”. Complex noun
phrase [Complex NP] generation uses the Npred lexical item, followed by the preposition
de “of” and the subject basic string; for 2- and 3-argument predicates, the corresponding
prepositions (Prep1 and Prep2, respectively) are used along with the basic strings of those
slots; the basic order of the arguments is maintained.

The [Symmetry] transformation consists in the coordination (e “and”) of two arguments
in a given syntactic slot, using the basic strings of those arguments; in the case of 3-argument
predicates, either a subject-object or an object-object coordinated NP is produced, depending
on the type of symmetry involved. Hence, for the subject-object symmetric noun acordo
“agreement” the basic strings produce esta pessoa e aquela pessoa [estão de acordo] “This
person and that person [are in agreement]”; while for the object-object symmetric noun
mistura “mixture”, the basic strings produce [O Pedro fez uma mistura] dessa coisa e aquela
coisa “[Pedro did a mixture] of this thing and that thing”.

The [ObligNeg] (obligatory negation) property can be seen in SVC that contain an negation
element [22], e.g. O Pedro não esteve pelos ajustes lit:“Pedro was not by the adjustments”
“not to accept or disagree with something that is proposed, presented or required”, otherwise
the sentence is meaningless or has another unrelated meaning. Generating this examples
involves introducing a negation adverb não “not” before the Vsup.

The aspectual nouns [Nasp] insertion [38], come next. These are a type of auxiliary
elements that can be inserted in the base sentence leaving the Npred as its complement.
They convey an aspectual value, hence the term, and they usually render the sentence more
natural. Their function in the SVC is homologous to that of auxiliary verbs (aka. verbal
periphrasis) in full verb constructions. With Vsup estar Prep, the most frequente Nasp are
estado “state”, fase “phase”, processo “process” and, less frequently, vias “verge” (7):

(7) Esta espécie está em extinção = Esta espécie está em vias de extinção “This species
is in extinction (endangered) = This species is on the verge of extinction”

Certain Npred with Vsup ter ou estar com, denoting “illness/desease” select other Nasp,
such as ataque “attack” and crise “crisis” (8):

(8) O Pedro tem/está com asma = O Pedro está com um ataque/uma crise de asma
“Pedro has/is with asthma = Pedro is with an asthma attack/crisis”

Finally, (causative) operator-verbs (Vopc) [25] insertions are described. These verbs reshape
the basic SVC structure, absorving the Vsup, and altering the syntactic dependencies
associated to the Npred arguments. Two structurally different constructions are considered:
(i) [VOP-CDIR], when the Npred is a direct complement of the Vop:

(9) O Pedro tem sede = Isto deu/fez sede ao Pedro
“Pedro has thirst (is thirsty) = This gave/made thirst to Pedro (made Pedro thirsty)”
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(ii) [VOP-MOD] when the Npred is a prepositional complement of the Vop:

(10) O Pedro está com sede = Isto deixou o Pedro com sede
“Pedro is with thirst (is thirsty) = This left Pedro with thirst (left Pedro thirsty)”

In the [Passive] constructions, not only is the sentence with auxiliary verb ser “be”
generated, but also all the reductions that it can undergo both in the standard and in the
converse constructions:

(11) O Pedro deu um soco ao João “Pedro gave a punch to João” [STD]

(12) [Passive] = Um soco foi dado pelo Pedro ao João = [Relative] O soco que foi dado
pelo Pedro ao João = [RedRel] O soco dado pelo Pedro ao João = [RedVsup] O soco
do Pedro ao João
“A punch was given by Pedro to João = The punch that was given by Pedro to João
= The punch given by Pedro to João = The punch by Pedro to João”

(13) O João apanhou um soco do Pedro “João got a punch from Pedro”

(14) [Passive] = Um soco foi apanhado pelo João do Pedro = [Relative] O soco que foi
apanhado pelo João do Pedro = [RedRel] ?O soco apanhado pelo João do Pedro
“A punch was caught by João from Pedro = The punch that was caught by João
from Pedro = The punch caught by João from Pedro”

A specific column was added to the LG matrix representing gender-number values of the
Npred, in order to ensure the correct agreement with the sentences’ elements (determiner,
modifier and Vsup agreement). A list of tensed forms for each Vsup was used to produce
more natural sentences.

3 Results

At the time of submission, the SVC Lexicon-Grammar of European Portuguese contains
approximately 7,150 entries. So far, 2,741 (38.3%) have been carefully revised. From these,
1,487 have only one argument, 1,178 have 2 arguments, and 76 have 3 arguments. For an
easier inspection of the generated examples, each sentence-type is outputted to a different
file. Table 1 shows the breakdown of the generated examples per sentence type and per
number of the Npred arguments. A dash “–” indicates that the sentence type cannot be
construed, while the note (a) corresponds to work still in progress.

First, we remark that these are just preliminary results. Still, even if only a little
more than 1/3 of the LG entries have been processed, it is already evident that the num-
ber of automatically generated examples (48,421) is quite impressive. Furthermore, some
transformations are still being worked out. It is likely that other, though less productive,
transformations are to be added.

In order to assess the generated examples, same caution is required, keeping in mind that
our goal is not the generation of entirely natural utterances, but their analysis. In other
words, the purpose of those example sentences is to test the STRING system’s [35] and its
parsing module XIP [1], when dealing with SVC, and, particularly at this stage, to extract
the support dependency out of those examples. Stylistic considerations, though important
in a generation system, are secondary here.

Furthermore, the size of the list of examples being so large, it is difficult to provide
a direct quantitative assessment of the generated examples, so we will limit ourselves to
highlight the main issues detected. For example, in these artificial sentences, constituents
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11:8 Transformations and SVC in Portuguese

Table 1 SVC automatically generated examples.

Sentence type Arg=1 Arg=2 Arg=3

STD 10,458 9,059 795
STD-Pass 1,125 4,628 570
STD-NP 2,002 1,889 280
STD-Nasp 815 818 0
STD-ObligNeg 4 0 0
STD-VOP-CDIR 4,687 2,571 (a)
STD-VOP-MOD 1,388 1,693 (a)
STD-NP-Restr – 1,035 (a)
STD-Dat – 84 58
STD-Sym – 2,567 113
CNV – (a) (a)
CNV-Pas – 1,476 306
Sub-total 20,479 25,820 2,122
Total 48,421

are produced in the basic word order. This often produces formally (syntactically) correct
but stylistically dubious (or even unacceptable) sentences; e.g. a subject infinitive sub-clause
is more natural if moved to the end of the sentence:

(15) ?O Pedro fazer isto está na moda “Pedro to-do this is in fashion (=is fashionable)”
= Está na moda o Pedro fazer isto “[it] is in fashion Pedro to-do this”

Also, notice that in the sub-clause a zero-indefinite or an indefinite subject is preferable that
the basic string o Pedro:

(16) Está na moda fazer isto “[it] is in fashion to-do this”;
Está na moda as pessoas fazerem isto “[it] is in fashion people to-do this”.

Distributional constraints are only approximated by the basic strings chosen for the generation
process. This produces sometimes quite bizarre expressions. For example, estar de esperanças
“be of/with hopes/expectations” or estar no seu estado interessante “be in her interesting
state”, which means “to be pregnant”, can hardly accept a masculine subject like o Pedro.
In other cases, a human-collective noun would better suit the Npred:

(17) O Pedro fez uma inspeção a (?o João, ao pelotão, à empresa)
“Pedro made an inspection to (João/the platoon/the company)”

Co-reference constraints holding between the Npred arguments and the sub-clause arguments
(especially its subject) were simply ignored at this stage, in order to simplify the generation
process, which produces borderline (if not altogether unacceptable) sentences (co-reference is
marked by co-reference indexes in the examples below):

(18) *O Pedroi teve a intenção de o Joãoj fazer isso
“Pedro had the intention of John to-do this”

(19) cp. O Pedroi teve a intenção de 0i fazer isso
“Pedro had the intention of to-do this”
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Concerning the Npred determiners, their representation in the Lexicon-Grammar is limited to
those the noun selects in the base form. The rationale for this decision is that most of times,
the constraints on the Npred determiners are very similar across multiple Vsup constructions
of the same Npred. This, in fact, is not always so, and same generated examples are quite
awkward. For example, the Npred juramento “oath”, besides the elementary (basic) Vsup
fazer “to do/make”, also accepts, the variant prestar “pay”. An exact match query in the
.pt top domain of the web using Google shows that the first Vsup rarely accepts the zero
determiner, while the second is significantly more frequent with this determiner.

(20) O Pedro ?*fez/prestou juramento ao João/a esta coisa
“Pedro made/payed oath to João/that thing”

The reverse situation occurs with the indefinite article um “a”.

(21) O Pedro fez/?*prestou um juramento ao João/a esta coisa
“Pedro made/payed an oath to João/that thing”

In order to mimic the situations where the Npred imposes the presence of a modifier,
we decided to use the basic string um certo “a certain”. The vagueness of the determiner
sometimes produce unnatural examples. The selection of an adequate adjetive can significantly
improve the acceptability of the sentence:

(22) O Pedro está com uma ?certa/forte cãimbra no pé
“Pedro has got a certain/strong cramp in the foot (=a foot cramp)”

Another aspect that hinders the acceptability of generated examples is the fact that some
Npred, though allowing number variation, are much more frequent in the plural with a given
Vsup that with another one. This constraint is often associated with the determiners (and
some of these combined restrictions may show high regularity). Since in the LG matrix
Npred are indicated by their lemma and examples are generated directly form the LG entry,
some examples, though grammatically correct, may sound awkward. For example, the Npred
borbulha “pimple” with Vsup ter is much more acceptable in the plural with determiner zero,
while both number values are natural with the indefinite article:

(23) O Pedro tem borbulhas/*borbulha na cara
“Pedro’s got pimples/*pimple on the [=his] face”

(24) O Pedro tem umas borbulhas/uma borbulha na cara
“Pedro’s got some pimples/a pimple on the [=his] face”

Obligatory Npred plural/singular forms are represented by their surface forms, irrespective of
this constraint on number value being strictly morphologic, e.g., férias “holidays”, pêsames
“condolences”; or strictly syntactic, e.g., braços “arms”: O Pedro está a braços com um
problema grave “Pedro’s in having to deal with a serious problem.”

Another way to assess the generated examples is to parse them in STRING and check
in the output whether the support dependency was correctly extracted. Table 2 shows the
breakdown of error rate (false-negatives) per sentence type. The new note (b) indicates that
this assessment does not applies to complex NP, as there is no Vsup in such structures.

The system takes 1h19m50s to process the generated examples’ files. The overall error-
rate is 0.0506 but this value varies widely depending of the sentence type. A detailed error
analysis was carried out and the main issues found had to do with inadequacies in different
processing stages is STRING, which prevent the SVC detection and the support dependency
extraction. Here are the most relevante situations found:
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11:10 Transformations and SVC in Portuguese

Table 2 Parsing automatically generated SVC examples: error rate (false-negatives).

Sentence type Arg=1 Arg=2 Arg=3

STD 20/10,458=0.0019 183/9,059=0.0202 14/795=0.0176
STD-Pass 12/1,125=0.0106 1,397/4,628=0.3018 2/570=0.0035
STD-NP (b) (b) (b)
STD-Nasp 2/815=0.0025 12/818=0.0146 (a)
STD-ObligNeg 0/4=0.0000 0/0=0.0000 (a)
STD-VOP-CDIR 15/4,687=0.0032 212/2,571=0.0824 (a)
STD-VOP-MOD 167/1,388=0.1203 323/1,693=0.1907 (a)
STD-NP-Restr – 14/1,035=0.0135 (a)
STD-Dat – 16/84=0.1904 14/58=0.2413
STD-Sym – 22/2,567=0.0085 21/113=0.1858
CNV – (a) (a)
CNV-Pas – 10/1,476=0.0067 0/306=0.0000
Sub-total 216/20,479=0.0105 2,189/25,820=0.0847 51/2,122=0.0240
Total 2,454/48,421=0.0506

(i) lacunae in the system’s lexicon; e.g. bolandas: andar em bolandas “in a bustle”; the
new entry was then added to the lexicon;

(ii) misspelling of the Npred lemma in the LG, particularly in the case of compound words
and the use of hyphen, as an exact match with that lemma in the system’s lexicon; e.g.
dor-de-cotovelo/dor de cotovelo lit:“pain in the elbow” “envy/jealousy”; the entry was
corrected in the lexicon-grammar;

(iii) incorrect tokenization of a string as a multiword expression (MWE), especially compound
prepositions and adverbs; as tokenization of MWE has priority over simple word
sequences, capturing a compound precludes the Npred identification and all subsequent
processing steps; e.g. na direção de (Prep) “towards” vs. O Pedro está na direção da
empresa “Pedro is at the head of the company/on the company’s board”; conditions
were added to the system, in order to prevent the tokenization of the string as a MWE;

(iv) incorrect statistical POS-disambiguation; several situations arose:
(a) an incorrect assignment of a verb tag to the Npred, e.g. O Pedro teve tosseN/V

“Pedro had a cough”; in some cases, a contextual POS-disambiguation rule could be
construed, either selecting the correct POS-tag or discarding the incorrect tag; in
other cases, the incorrect tag is extremely rare in the language, so we could discard
it as an “exotic” homograph;

(b) an incorrect assignment of a preposition or definite article tag to a “to/the-fs”,
which produces either an incorrect PP chunk, e.g. a infância “the childhood”: O
Pedro deixou a infância <para trás> “Pedro left the [=his] childhood behind”; or
an incorrect NP chunk, e.g. a dieta lit: “to diet” “on a diet”: O Pedro está a dieta
“Pedro is on a diet”; these cases could not be resolved for the moment.

(v) subtle interaction of lexical features with the chunking module of the parser: with
determiner um certo “a certain”, chunking rules fail to adequately identify the NP or
PP headed by the Npred, when this can have a reading as a type of measure unit, a
container, a group-of-things, or human collective noun (this semantic prototypes are
encoded in the nouns lexical entries. For example, in the sentence O Pedro tinha um
certo comando dessa coisa “Pedro had a certain command of that thing”, the noun
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comando designates, among other things the abstract action noun “command”. However,
the same noun could also designate the human collective noun, as in o comando de
mercenários “the command of mercenaries’; in this situations, a contextual rule removes
the spurious features, preventing the chunking rule to be triggered; and, finally,

(vi) certain nouns are used by the system’s local grammars to create complex noun nodes,
which are relevant for Named Entity Recognition (NER) [30, 36]; for example, the noun
associação “association” is often used to build Named Entities designating an organisa-
tion. For that purpose, the system produces a noun node, which leads to an inadequate
chunking of the sentence. This issue has not been addressed yet: 680>TOP{NP{O Pedro}
VF{fez} NP{a NOUN{associação de o João com o Rui}} .}

At the deadline for the submission of this paper, most errors from the basic standard
construction have been corrected (for CSV with 1 and 3 arguments). Work on 2 arguments,
CSV examples continues but it has already dramatically decreased. For the remainder
files, attention must be paid to [Passive] and Vop examples, responsible for most false-
negative cases. The generation process for the remaining sentence types continues. Several
transformations are yet to be formalised.

4 Conclusion and future work

This paper presented a method to generate examples of SVC directly from the linguistic
properties encoded in these constructions Lexicon-Grammar, built for European Portuguese.
Our focus here was on the transformations allowed by SVC, both the operations that are
specific of this type expressions, and other operations with a broader scope, such as Passive.
Though only 1/3 of the extant SVC have been processed so far, the system already generates
over 48 thousand examples. The current distribution of the generated sentences per sentence
type is likely to undergo significant changes, as much of the data already processed was
derived from a subset of Portuguese SVC.

Special care was taken to make sentences as simple and as natural as possible. This
includes producing adequate nouns for each syntactic slot, as well as choosing the best tense
and word order. For commodity, examples from each sentence type are group in distinct
output files. Preliminary observations confirm not only that most examples are perfectly
natural, but having them systematically spelled out helps correct the linguistic data encoded
in the Lexicon-Grammar matrix.

Several transformations still await an adequate representation in the LG matrix for
example generation and support dependency extraction. These include the alternation
between 3-argument and 2-argument symmetric Npred, where the longer structure has a
<cause> or <agent-cause> semantic role, e.g., O Pedro fez uma mistura dessa coisa com
aquela coisa “Pedro made the mix of this thing and that thing”, while the 2 argument drops
the subject of the longer sentence, e.g. Esta coisa fez uma mistura com aquela coisa “This
thing made the mix with that thing”. A similar process occurs with nouns designating medical
procedures, with a 3-argument, agentive subject CSV, e.g., O Pedro fez um raio-X ao peito
do João “Pedro did an X-ray to João’s chest”; and an equivalent, apparently 2-argument,
patient subject, O João fez um raio-X ao peito “João did an X-ray to the [=his] chest”.

In the future, once this step is finished, we would like to devise methods for populating
the data base with data from corpora, using the information available as heuristics for corpus
exploration. Also, other sentence types have not been considered yet, for example, sentences
involving clefting, negation, etc. The interaction between current transformations and new
sentence types to be produced will certainly make this work useful for testing, in a systematic
way, the robustness of NLP systems when detecting SVC in texts.

SLATE 2020
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